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Dr Geraldine Goh, head of the
Institute of Tao Studies, says the
Year of the Goat has a lot of
wood but no water, which is
necessary for communication to
avoid disharmony and to help
the nation prosper. – The
Malaysian Insider pic, February
4, 2015.

The Dragon and
the Rabbit will
have the best
Year of the Goat.
The Rabbit,
Dragon and
Monkey are
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Guiding Angels,
people you can
turn to for help
when problems
arise. Here is
what is in store
for each animal
year, according to
Dr Geraldine Goh,
head of the
Institute of Tao
Studies in Kuala
Lumpur.

RAT

The Rat is in a good
place. He has a Guiding
Angel star, in fact, he
himself is one as well.
The Moon Virtue star
shines on him, which
means any problem he
has will be dissolved.
But the Rat also carries
the Death Mark, which
means, for instance, a
work contract is going
to end. He must look
for people to help him
take proper action. He
also has the Peach
Blossom star or toh fa
which will attract
attention from the
opposite sex. This star
works well for people in



showbiz or politics and
people would want to
follow them. The year
also sees a small loss in
expenditure.

Wear a monkey jade which represents the Guiding Angel.

OX

The Ox is directly
hitting and penalising
the Tai Sui or minister
in charge for the year.
Ox people have to be
careful. Don’t make
major decisions like
changing jobs. You will
have a big loss in
expenditure, so rather
than to let it happen, go
spend the money the
way you like. Donate to
charity, or give it as a
gift to someone. There
is a good star for the Ox
which will augur well
for him if he has
accumulated good
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deeds before. He will
meet a Guiding Angel to
help him.

Wear a Rat and a Pig
jade. The Rat is a
Guiding Angel.
Together with the Pig it
makes water, which is a
sorely needed element
this year.

TIGER

The Dragon Virtue star
will ensure everything
is smooth and fine for
the Tiger. Career is on
an even keel, and the
Tiger will be strong,
steady and firm if he
comes across any
problems. He will be
able to cope with them
and overcome them.
There will be a lot of
celebrations with family
this year. Small
problems encountered
will be easily overcome.
It’s generally a good
year for the Tiger.

Wear a dragon jade to
invoke prosperity.

RABBIT

It’s a capable and
competent Rabbit who
will be able to succeed



in anything he does this
year. Problems will be
dissolved and the
Rabbit will enjoy
prosperity. But he
carries a White Tiger
star, so he has to be
careful with knives and
metal instruments.
Take care of yourself so
as to avoid any surgery.
But success is with the
Rabbit and money, too.

Wear a jade kirin to
deflect negative
influences.

DRAGON

If the Dragon has
accumulated good
deeds, it will be a very
fortunate year for him.
It’s also time to do
more acts of charity and
multiply the effect. It’s
a successful and
smooth year for his
career. He himself is a
Guiding Angel and
fortune shines on him.
Any problem will be
dissolved by the Moon
Virtue star which he
also carries. The
Dragon will be quite
aggressive this year and



won’t easily settle down
in a relationship. He
prefers to be alone.

The Dragon carries a
knife and he should
wear a Tiger jade to
turn the knife to invoke
prosperity.

SNAKE

The coming year sees
changes for the Snake
and it may be stressful
for him.  He carries a
Literary star which will
make him shine in
writing, poetry and
literature. Even an
illiterate person will
become better. The
Snake should try to
avoid Yin places like
hospitals and should
not go and watch an
eclipse of the sun or
moon.

Wear a monkey jade for
the Guiding Angel’s
favourable effects, and
a rabbit jade for
prosperity.

HORSE

The Horse is blessed
with special wisdom
this year and can
handle any situation or



problems he
encounters. He has to
be careful of his health
as he can easily get sick
from flu and other
minor ailments. Do try
and take precautions
against falling ill.

The Dragon is the
Guiding Angel for the
Horse, so wear a
dragon jade. The Dog
bears hidden prosperity
for it, so he would do
well to carry a dog jade.

GOAT

The Goat is sitting on
the Tai Sui or minister
in charge for the year. It
will be a testing time
with problems coming
your way. But take
them as a challenge and
go on. Be firm and wise
and eventually you will
move a step forward.
Try to fast, practise a
little restraint. Choose a
day not to eat the kind
of food you like. Don’t
go to Yin places and be
careful of metal things
like knives.

Wear a rabbit jade for
prosperity and a pig
jade for harmony.



MONKEY

The male Monkey will
have it better than the
female one this year.
The female Monkey
may have a sudden and
short romance while for
the male Monkey it will
be a true relationship
that ends in marriage.
It’s a good year with
lots of Guiding Angels
helping him if he
encounters problems.
However, the Monkey
tends not to be able to
communicate with his
boss, parents or anyone
higher in authority. He
has to break the
impasse.

Wear a jade rat to have
harmony and better
communications. For
money, wear a jade
rabbit.

ROOSTER

The Rooster has to be
patient this year when
problems crop up. Keep
a low profile and don’t
draw attention to
yourself. Try not to go
to Yin places like



hospitals and wet
markets where chickens
are slaughtered.

The Rooster should
wear a monkey or rat
jade to have the
Guiding Angel’s help,
and a pig jade to bring
out hidden prosperity.

DOG

The female Dog has a
better year than the
male Dog. The career of
the Dog is fine and
smooth but sudden
problems may arise.
The Dog has hidden
prosperity.

Wear a rabbit jade for
prosperity and to avoid
the Tai Sui conflict.

PIG

The Pig has a lot of
Guiding Angels helping
him. He will be
fortunate and get help
into a position of power
if he desires it. He also
is endowed with
wisdom. The Pig,
however, has to beware
of legal suits, Make sure
you settle your affairs
and not go against the
law. Sudden problems



may arise at work but
use your Guiding Angel
authority and wisdom
to overcome them.

Wear a rabbit jade for
prosperity. Wear a rat
jade, too. – February 4,
2015.
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